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Old Hamlash 

By LL Anbach 

 

A dead crow blackly lies in shade 

A once proud creature now un-made. 

The end of life’s relentless fight  

Is shaded from the morning light 

 

Along the icy riverbank, where 

Open meadow yields to gorse. Bare 

branches claw the sky, grey with cold  

Frost gripes in unrelenting hold 

 

Frensham fields are but ten rods wide 

Yet their length is forty times beside 

One glebe bears a luckless yeoman 

 ‘L’Homme lache’ he’s called - cowardly man. 
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Cold, cold air, heavy in mouth and lung 

Dogs the peasant, no longer young 

No owls fly, wild dogs and foxes hunt 

elsewhere. The old bear winter’s brunt. 

 

Craven, forsaken, downhill he goes  

Stiffly clambering frozen furrows 

Finds there the corpse in frost interred  

Icy shroud upon lifeless bird 

 

The peasant twists his mouth askew 

That tattered corpse recalls anew 

White feathers on his hovel’s door 

Reviled, since violence he abhors 

 

At noon the sun resumes its reign 

Brings warmth to thaw the crow’s remains 

The corpse is  freed from icy prison  

In a  parody of resurrection 

 

Iced plumage turns once more to black 

Accusing white feathers taken back 

In the silent spaces of his heart 

Chimes vibrate the hitherto inert 
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White winter days do not endure 

Glebes re-echo with life restored 

Snowdrops dance, rain renews the earth 

Crows chatter, strut – an annual rebirth. 

 

All things must pass, they say, and yet 

the Gods have ways to settle debts 

Others are lost to posterity 

Hamlash’s name endures. Such irony. 
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Author’s Note: 

My drinking pal, Len, is lucky enough to live in Hamlash Lane, 

Frensham. I became intrigued by this name and did some research. A 

fifteenth century map shows the village layout much as it is today, 

with a series of long narrow glebes (fields) running down the hill 

from the high field (today’s Fifield Lane) to the short commoners 

field along the river (now called Shortfield Common Rd).  Len’s lane 

runs along one of these glebes, and is  labelled ‘Hamlash’! 

Those who should know assure me that Hamlash is a Saxon 

name meaning ‘soggy hamlet’, so my flight of fancy is no more than a 

trifling conceit, although (I hope you agree) a pretty one. 

LLA 

 


